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Profit Ahead
jGr Users $ZCASE Power Plowing Machinenj

Case fias the Power Plowing Outfit which wilt net you most profit. No other can equal 
prospects held out to you by these proven Case Money-A/alters.
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Case Gas and Oil Tractors Automatic Mfloav|mdl^t)ut9Tractor
All are equally efficient. All give you
“Clear View Ahead” in more ways than one. Each type 
possesses tremendous reserve power. Both types won the 
Gold Medals of the Winnipeg Motor Contest. Don't these 
points dovetail into your ideas of what your Engine should 
do? Figure your profits from an extended season's use, for. 
in addition to Plowingtyou can do Harrowing, Discing, Seed
ing. Harvesting. Threshing. Road Grading, Land Clearing, 
Silo Filling. Hauling. Seventy years of building dependable 
Farm Power Machinery is your guarantee of a Tractor that 
will stand up under hardest service, without profit-paralyzing 
break-downs, and will render the best return on the money 
invested.

These uneaualed Power Plows, sectional in
construction and made with 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 Bottoms, take
a business-like hold in any kind of soil. There's a suck to the shares that 
keeps them plowing at even depth all day long. The patented Case Spring 
Hitch guides bottoms by obstructions in a way that seems almost human 
and you need not lift the shares when turning the ends of furrows. • These 
Case-Racine Engine Gangs won easily all Gold Medals and Sweepstakes 
Honors for plowing at the 1913 Winnipeg Contest, and the only prize at 
the Wheatland-lllinois Contest. They had the lightest draft, the greatest 
evenness of draft, gave the best lay to the furrow slices, plowed the straight- 
est and most even furrows. Every year their ever-widening sale makes 
more and more acres of wild and tame sod turn up new reasons for Case 
power plowing equipment.

CASE-RACINE Jr. A lighter type of Automatic-Lift Tractor Gang Plow 
than the above but with the same sturdy construction and efficient plowing 
qualities. Unequalled for the ordinary run of farm plowing and orchard 
cultivation. Built in 4, 6 and 8 bottoms.

A CASE POWER PLOWING OUTFIT insure» your getting the cream of the Spring 
Plowing in your neighborhood. This outfit is easily transported from one place to 
another. It means little or no repair bills and greater profit Decide now and act 
quickly. Write us for convincing literature and prices.
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